
Methodology 

The study includes all the 36 centres/units identified by the Italian government as referral centers 

for SMA throughout the whole national territory. All these centers have recently been involved in a 

nation-based registry, ITASMAc, established in 2021 as an extension of an academic registry, iSMAR, 

originally including only five italian academic centers in collaboration with UK and US networks.  

As part of the initial activities of the newly funded nation-based network, we distributed a survey on 

September 2021 to have an initial estimate of the number of patients, independently from the 

treatment status, and of the number of treated patients with the different therapeutical options. 

Data were manually collected from hospital medical records from all patients with a diagnosis of 

5qSMA attending the centers, independently from the treatment status. Survey completion rate 

was 100%. 

More specifically, principal investigators at each center were asked to provide details on number of 

SMA patients subdivided according to age, type and, when available, SMN2 copy number, only 

including patients currently followed or seen in the last 12 months. Period prevalence was 

calculated as the proportion of persons affected by SMA in one year divided by the Italian 

population at 2021 (59258000 persons). 

The prevalence values were compared to the last available prevalence data for 5qSMA provided by 

the institutional National Registry of Rare Diseases of the Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS), a 

population-based registry which, through a common data set, allows the surveillance of more than 

450 rare diseases, hence the number and the prevalence of diagnosed patients as well as their 

migration among different clinical Centers. 

The survey was conducted online. Since patients are sometimes followed in more than one center, 

in order to avoid cases of patients being recorded more than once, a system allowing to generate 



unique global identifier numbers was provided to each center. The results from each center were 

centrally reviewed to check for possible duplicates. If found, the patient was counted only once. 


